
A major U.S. home furnishing retailer with stores worldwide has made the leap 
from print to digital to social media advertising in just a few short years. 

This well-known American brand relied on a small in-house team to do all of its advertising. 
With marketing limited to  mostly print campaigns and catalogs, the company was late to the 

digital age, even during a period of continued revenue growth and global expansion. 
That changed when Centro was engaged to usher  the company into the new era.

MAJOR RETAILER GOES SOCIAL 
WITH CENTRO

#CENTROINACTION

FULL SPECTRUM DIGITAL, INCLUDING SOCIAL
At first Centro focused on digital display ads to drive online sales, spearheading a campaign  that 
led to an expansion of the company’s digital strategy. Meanwhile, the retailer launched social  media 
advertising on Facebook. To get all digital buying under one roof – and attain a holistic view of 
their entire digital strategy – the company soon moved all of their social media programs to Centro. 
Within a year Centro was managing more than 100 digital campaigns, including social. 

Centro’s social media capabilities proved highly strategic. Our social media team delivered 
strategies and services attuned to the quickening pulse of the social marketplace – a key 
competitive advantage since social is often the top performing category for big retail brands.

For the retail giant, the first order of business was a social prospecting campaign that matched  
retargeting data on existing customers with prospective customers on Facebook based on  
attributes like proximity, demographics, and online behavior. Using predictive lookalike modeling,  
Centro compared CRM data against data constructed from site activity as well as offline activity  
provided by third-party sources. Potential targets were quantified by percentage match to drive 
more efficient buying. 

Once targeting was nailed down, the next stage in  
Centro’s social strategy was all about optimization.  
The key here was to understand the value of variety 
and creative swaps. Rather than the traditional practice 
of  enforcing spend limits and date ranges on each  
creative execution, Centro ran between 2 and 30  
variations per ad set then identified the top performers 
and optimized campaigns based on actual results.



“We help our clients grow their business through a combination of services and strategy. 
That means full-funnel visibility across all of the different channels plus the ability to optimize 

campaigns in real time based on actual results.”
-Centro CEO Shawn Riegsecker

“We’re nimble. So we can prioritize even the smallest campaigns and also throw 
dedicated resources at the big holiday campaigns. It’s the best of both worlds.”

-Centro Senior Manager Aubry Parks-Fried

BY THE NUMBERS
The impact was immediate. Return on ad spend from customer acquisition via Facebook blew past 
the campaign goal by 400%. With these results in the bag, Centro expanded the company’s social 
media campaigns to include Instagram, Pinterest, and Twitter. 

THE HUMAN ELEMENT
A big part of the agency-client relationship is the personal service Centro provides on a daily 
basis. Since the social media landscape is constantly changing, the human element becomes 
all important. This is a big advantage for Centro versus pure-play ad tech vendors. 

As the social landscape continues to fluctuate and evolve, Centro media experts provide new 
service options for every new campaign. What’s more, Centro plays a crucial role in helping 
educate clients on the rapidly changing reality of social media advertising so they, too, 
become experts in the space.

In all, the retailer ran 86 campaigns across Facebook and Instagram, totaling 438 ad sets, 
and over 3,100 creative variations. On average the program ran 8 ad sets per campaign, 
with 7 creative  iterations per ad set over the average 36-day flight. 
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For more information visit www.centro.net

After holistically moving all social to Centro, Facebook 
campaigns saw a sharp uptick in click-through rates (CTR) 
and return on ad spend (ROAS).

From a small in-house team to a dedicated account team 
at Centro, from print to digital to social, and with budgets 
increasing yearly, the retail brand was well on its way to 
advertising mastery in the age of social media.
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WHAT HAPPENED NEXT WAS AWESOME. These 2015 milestones tell the story:


